An integrated algorithm for gene selection and classification applied to microarray data of ovarian cancer.
The type of data in microarray provides unprecedented amount of data. A typical microarray data of ovarian cancer consists of the expressions of tens of thousands of genes on a genomic scale, and there is no systematic procedure to analyze this information instantaneously. To avoid higher computational complexity, it needs to select the most likely differentially expressed gene markers to explain the effects of ovarian cancer. Traditionally, gene markers are selected by ranking genes according to statistics or machine learning algorithms. In this paper, an integrated algorithm is derived for gene selection and classification in microarray data of ovarian cancer. First, regression analysis is applied to find target genes. Genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), support vector machine (SVM), and analysis of variance (ANOVA) are hybridized to select gene markers from target genes. Finally, the improved fuzzy model is applied to classify cancer tissues. The microarray data of ovarian cancer, obtained from China Medical University Hospital, is used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. In simulation, 200 target genes are obtained after regression analysis and six gene markers are selected from the hybrid process of GA, PCO, SVM and ANOVA. Additionally, these gene markers are used to classify cancer tissues. The proposed algorithm can be used to analyze gene expressions and has superior performance in microarray data of ovarian cancer, and it can be performed on other studies for cancer diagnosis.